4Half the Picture

A FEMINIST LOOK AT THE COLLECTION

A direct response to the crucial social and political issues
that have dominated the global conversation in the past
year, Brooklyn Museum’s new exhibition is an ambitious
and essential new look at aspects of their permanent collection. Half the Picture presents work by over 50 practitioners
from the past 100 years, tackling wide-ranging and poignant issues from gender inequality to racial discrimination.
The show’s title is taken from a 1989 Guerrilla Girls poster
on display that reads “You’re seeing less than half the picture without the vision of women artists and artists of color”
and epitomises the exhibition’s intent. Pieces to highlight
include the 2014 series 1880 Crow Peace Delegation by
Wendy Red Star, which uses CM Bell’s photographic portraits of Native Americans to challenge America’s racial imagination. Making use of red ink, the portraits are annotated
with informative remarks pertaining to indigenous customs,
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culture and traditions, seeking to humanise the kinds of
communities that have often been hushed or silenced.
Visitors familiar with the museum’s permanent collections will appreciate the inclusion of new acquisitions,
namely Betty Tompkins’ Fuck Painting #6 (1973) and one
of Beverly Buchanan’s celebrated shack sculptures. Buchanan’s work draws inspiration from the history of America’s rural south, and specifically refers to the legacy of
slave cabins on the south’s architectural landscape.
Brooklyn Museum allows viewers to get an understanding of the relation between art and politics, using feminist
theory as a theoretical thread. Divided into broad thematic
sections (Resistance and Protest, Make America, The Personal
is Political, Rewriting Art History and No Surprise), the exhibition manages to remain both coherent and didactic, and is
an essential viewing for an important part of cultural history.
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4. Carrie Mae Weems (born Portland, Oregon, 1953). Untitled (Man Smoking/Malcolm X), from the Kitchen Table series, 1990. Gelatin silver photograph, 79.4 cm x 78.4 cm. Brooklyn
Museum; Caroline A.L. Pratt Fund, 1991.168. © Carrie Mae Weems. (Photo: Sarah DeSantis, Brooklyn Museum). 5a. © Todd Hido, Courtesy of Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New York.
5b. © Todd Hido, Courtesy of Bruce Silverstein Gallery, New York. 6. Isabel’s Album. Period copy, silver gelatin bromide on paper. Museo Reina Sofía. Autric-Tamayo family’s donation, 2018.

TODD HIDO

With Bright Black World, the fourth solo exhibition at Bruce
Silverstein Gallery in New York, Todd Hido presents new
photographic work coinciding with the upcoming publication of an eponymous book. The 17 photographs in the
show, most of them never previously exhibited, include familiar themes and visual leitmotivs which are often found in
Hido’s work. Psychologically charged portraits, images of
country roads leading to nowhere, and apocalyptic winter
landscapes are all depicted in cool or sepia colours.
At first glance, the pieces intrigue by their brisk and
moody beauty, engaging the viewer through narrative devices – a road at the forefront – or notable lighting effects.
#11755-2192 (2017) contrasts a perfectly horizontal road
with a stormy sky that looks more like a watercolour. It is
clear though that there is more here than meets the eye.
In #11798-4172 (2017), a wide-angle shot of a glade is

held within a desolate and foggy forest, in which both burnt
wood and burgeoning trees coexist. A recurrent motif, Hido
plays on the mutual dependency between creation and
destruction. Human intervention in this cycle is often suggested through subtle reminders – a street lamp in #117973252, a road partly covered in snow, as seen in #113420103 – bringing new societal meaning to the landscapes.
The pieces on display in this selection are bizarrely ominous. They can be interpreted as visual reminders of a
not-so-distant future in which nature does not provide the
calming source of reassurance that it once did. They allude
to a process of moral decay, and Hido makes it clear that
we as humans are implicated in this process. Considering
that it addresses such heavy themes, the varied selection of
photographs included in Bright Black World is particularly
coherent and resonates more than ever in the present day.
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6 An Approach to AFAL
THE AUTRIC-TAMAYO DONATION

The AFAL group constitutes one of the most significant ventures in the history of Spanish photography. Through AFAL
magazine, edited by Carlos Pérez Siquier and José María
Artero García, this collective proposed a renovation of visual
language in a country that had remained largely isolated
from the rest of the world since the end of the Spanish
Civil War (1936-1939) and the years of Franco’s dictatorship (1939-1975). It constituted a break-away from a stuffy
environment which was dominated by conservative salons.
In 1950s Spain, photography as an art form remained
heavily dependent on pictorialism. Throughout its brief existence (1956-1962) and despite the diverse nature of the
group’s members (most of whom were not professional artists), AFAL was a statement in favour of photography’s full
independence as an art form in its own right. It also served
to introduce ideas and debates which were taking place in

Europe and America, a process vital for young practitioners.
In addition to transforming aesthetic values, the movement
served as a document of deep social and political changes
which were taking place in late1950s and early1960s Spain:
rural flight and the rapid growth of cities, as portrayed by figures like Paco Gómez and Gabriel Cualladó; tourism and the
internationalisation of local traditions such as Pamplona’s
Sanfermines, made world-famous by Ernest Hemingway, who
is profusely portrayed in a great series by Ramón Masats.
But there is also room here for bolder social commentary, such as Carloa Pérez Siquier’s impressive pictures of
La Chanca, a marginal neighbourhood inhabited mainly by
gypsies in his native Almería. The current exhibition provides
an insight to a time of cultural renaissance of the visual arts in
Spain, not a minor achievement in a country that had still to
endure almost many years of a dictatorial regime.
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